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SGA booksale nets $27,500 
By VALERIE CAMM 
The Student Government Association's 
used booksale collected $27,515 last week. The 
money will be returned to students whose 
books were sold 
"We only did a little bit better than last 
vear." said sale director Pat O'Donoghue. 
the booksale last fall turned over $23,000. 
The SGA collected many books for its us.ed 
booksale. Pat O'Donoghue said. Many were 
not sold because "professors have changed 
frfin-T'tfrnmi TiW<iTrfif?fi„te,^^^^!_ 
Plea to lesser charge 
pointed to know that their book was not sold, 
she said. 
JMU's bookstore apparently did not lose 
business this week to the SGA used book sale 
since students continued to wait in. long lines 
to purchase books. The bookstore reopened 
during unscheduled times to accommodate 
students. 
Improvements over past SGA used 
nooksales include minimal thefts, more book 
collection and sale extension. But there was 
still a shortage of workers this semester. 
O'Donoghue said 
The number of books sold and other results 
— — ■     intmrrnined later this week 
-\ 
Former student pleads guilty 
to attempt on her infant's Ife 
By JEFF GAMMAGE 
Former James Madison University student 
Kimherly Ellison pleaded guilty last month to 
attempting to kill her newborn child. 
Ellison entered the plea to attempted 
voluntary manslaughter, a lesser charge than 
the one of attempted murder on which she 
was originally indicted in February. 
Ellison gave birth to a baby girl unaided in 
a Shorts Hall bathroom in December 1980, 
and placed the child in a plastic trash bag 
soon after its birth. The baby was found in the 
bag in the dormitory's kitchen Dec. 2 by a 
student who heard the child making noises. 
Both Ellison and her baby were hospitalized 
after the incident.   • 
Commonwealth's Attorney David Walsh 
could not immediately say when Ellison is to 
be sentenced. The maximum sentence for the 
charge is five years in prison. 
Walsh said he had "no idea" where the 
baby is at present. 
Because she is undergoing medical 
treatment. Ellison remains free on $5,000 
bond pending sentencing, and is currently 
living with her father in Hampton, according 
to a report in the Daily News-Record. 
Defense Attorney William Julias could not 
be reachedfor comment. 
T-=£irr- 
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M.IIIV freshmen took- advantage of the bookstore's pre- 




\   iMi    -.indent spent time backstage at a   recent Bruce 
Sprinusteen eoiu-errt. See Inside, page 12. 
Two schools likely candidates for Anthony-Seeger's 
space after it closes 
By JILL HOWARD 
The closing of Anthony-Seeger Campus School is now 
an irreversible fact, and a scramble for the empty 
building space may be in the making, according tc ~> 
William Jackameit. director of institutional research 
and budget. The school is scheduled to close in June 1962, 
Jackameit said, adding that no decision has been made 
as to how James Madison University will use the empty 
building. "There's no commitment now to anyone to get 
that space." Jackameit said "We feel like we can use 
the space. Well keep it" 
A JMU committeee will evaluate both the available 
space and any requests for additional classroom or 
office space made by the administrative departments, 
Jackameit added. 
"We might choose to just tread water for a year," 
Jackameit said, explaining that various departments 
may get office space in Anthony-Seeger based on their 
needs. 
JMU President Ronald Carrier will make the final 
decision next spring as to who will claim Anthony- 
Seeger office space. 
Unfortunately. Jackameit said, the building itself 
limits how it may be used. 
« "<HH,. page 2 
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HOBES   POOL AND 
GAMES   Snack Bar 
Pizzas and Subs 
57 W Market right off Court Square 
open 9am-12mid Tele. 433-9161 
Sun.12-12 434-3550 
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"Part of the problem is that 
it was built to be) an 
elementary school. It wasn't 
built as a college building." 
Jackameit said. The 
university lacks the funds to 
physically remodel Anthony- 
Seeger beyond minor fur- 
niture changes, he added. 
The school does contain a 
large kitchen with equipment 
that conceivably could be used 
by the Hotel-Restaurant 
ManagementProgram. 
Jackameit said. He noted that 
the        auditorium and 
classrooms could be used for 
classes and offices by 
departments that are 
cramped for space in their 
nresent locations. 'L, 
The School of Business is a 
likely candidate for additional, 
space, as it is one of the larger 
and more crowded schools. 
Jackameit said. "The whole 
School of Business is lacking 
in office and classroom 
space." said Dr. Z.S. 
Dickerson. head of the 
business education, data 
processing and ad- 
ministrative   services 
department. 
"We're teaching classes all 
over the place." But he added 
that to his knowledge no 
formal request for additional 
space has been made by the 
department, and that any 
such request will be made by 
School of Business dean Dr. 
William Hanlon.   i 
The School of Pine Arts and 
Communication also could use 
more space, according to Dr. 
Rex Fuller, head of the 
communication arts depart- 
ment.   Fuller  said  building 
space in the department is 
"less than desirable." 
especially for theatre classes 
that are somewhat scattered. 
"Were interested   in   any 
available space  anywhere." 
Tuller said, adding that he 
knows of no plans to put 
communication arts classes' in 





($20 Mcurit Mf                                j 
deposit refu  lable) 
Student Special 
- Same price as last year 





M-F  9:30-900 
Sat 930-6:00 
LACOSTE 
reg.  $2290 
NOW 
$15.99 
next  to  A & P 
SUPPORT THE DUKES IB 
VVHBG 1360 ft    m     flAtt 
James Madison Univcrsikj 
Place a  GO FOk THE GOLD bumper stickier on your vehicle 
(available at all area banks and WHBG US 11 South) 
e eligible for pairs of tickets to JMU home football games,bonus 
cash awards of$50, and the Grand Prize - $500 Worth Of Free Travel!!! 
FOR FULL DETAILS 
LISTEN TO WHBG 1360 
 YOUR KIND OF STATION. 
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$ 18,000 spent for Gibbons Hall bug lights 
A 
By JEFF GAMMAGE and TERRI JONES 
Over $18,000 was spent to purchase and in- 
stall 39 new fluorescent bug lights in Gibbons 
Dining Hall and Duke's Grill, according to 
Robert Griffin, director of Food Services. 
After main student complaints last fall. 
Food Services officials began discussing 
possible solutions to the fly problem, said Hank 
Moody, contract dining manager. 
"We have an enormous number of flies, 
particularly in the fall, and with students 
comingihahdouCthereisnoway to keep them 
(the flies) out.'' Moody said. 
Food services has "been aware of the (fly) 
problem for two to three years," Griffin said, 
adding that the lights were purchased after 
Food Services officials bought and tested one 
light in the Dining Hall receiving area. 
*" The bug light, which attracts flies with a 
fluorescent light and kills them upon contact 
with a high voltage electric grill, was chosen 
over flypaper and mobile units (such as No 
Pest Strips) because it is more sanitary, 
Moody noted. ,     . ^■»»»„.   •        • 
After electrocution, the dead fly falls into a 
drawer within the apparatus, Moody said, 
adding that the drawers are cleaned out 
"every so often." 
PMI i v« mmwn» 
NEW FLUORESCENT bug lights were installed in Gibbons 
Dining Hall over the summer. The lights are designed to 
combat the fly problem that has plagued Gibbons Hall during 
recent fall semesters. 
Should a student come in contact with the 
electric grill inside the light, "He'll get a Jolt 
he'll remember,'' Moody said, adding that it 
would be "like a cow coming up against an 
electric fence." The lights are "high voltage, 
low amperage," which means that while a 
student would not be electrocuted by touching 
the grill, he would get "a really stiff electric 
shock, according to Moody. 
Warning signs are not posted near the lights 
because a student would have to make "con- 
scious effort" to touch the electric grill, such 
as sticking a fork or spoon through the outside 
screen. Griffin said. 
The lights were purchased from and in- 
stalled by PGE Enviornmental Co. of 
Harrisonburg. and were placed "where they 
were tactically best to kill flies," Moody said. 
Griffin said that PGE Environmental Com- 
pany made the decision about where to install 
the lights. 
Some of the lights had to be relocated 
, because they were too close to food processing 
or dining areas. Moody said. One light was 
"moved away from the salad bar," and 
another was removed from the ceiling over a 
dining hall worker's counter because it was 
feared that a stray electrocuted fly might drop 
onto the food processing table, Moody noted. 
Of the 39 bug lights, 32 are located in Gibbons 
Dining Hall and 7 are in Dukes' Grill. In 
Gibbons Hall, there are two lights in each 
dining room, one at each entrance, one over 
the loading dock and several large lights in the 
kitchen, according to Moody. 
"The ones in the front are more simple and 
inexpensive," Griffin said. "The ones in back 
are larger and built to more rigid 
specifications because they are in a food 
service area." 
Griffin said that the llS.OOtTcost "was the 
lowest .price (bid) for lights certified safe for a 
food service area, ano aoocd that s«m« other 
companies that luid bid "weren't qualified for 
food areas." Bug lights must be U.S.D.A. 
approved in order lo be used in a food 
processing area. Griffin said, 
Moody said there was "a little trouble" 
getting some of the lights to hang properly, and 
added that in several locations there were no 
electrical outlets available, so not all of the 
lights are operating at present. Eventually, 
outlets will be installed in these locations, 
according to Moody. 
So far. the lights have been effective, Moody 
said. "During the summer, we've had 
remarkably improved fly problems." 
1 
Trotect body by using head/ 
urges rape prevention notice 
By TERRI JONES 
"The best way to protect 
your body is by using your 
head." 
This is the viewpoint ex- 
pressed in RAPE, a brochure 
compiled by Campus Security 
and the Counseling and 
Student Development Center 
at James Madison University. 
"If people take precautions, 
they can avoid attack 
altogether," said Alan 
MacNutt, director of Campus 
Security. 
Women must avoid 
situations where they become 
potential rape victims. 
MacNutt said, noting that five 
JMU students have been 
sexually assaulted in the past 
ar. 
The rapist frequently plans 
his attack by looking for the 
right chance and the easiest 
victim, according to RAPE. 
This phase of the assualt-- 
the choice of victim-is known 
as "target selection", ac- 
cording to Herbert Lam, a 
campus security officer, who 
like half of the campus force 
has attended a ; sex-crime 
school. 
After target selection, the 
rapist tests the victim by 
"invading her body spaced to 
determine how vulnerable she 
is. I«im said. The rapist then 
threatens her and proceeds to 
the "transaction of sex" 
stage. Lam noted, adding that 
the rapist usually leaves his 
victim after apologizing, 
boasting or setting time limits 
for her departure. 
THE    RAPIST   USUALLY 
seeks out someone who is 
alone and who provides the 
"lowest risk factor to him- 
self." Lam said. 
"These guys (rapists) are 
not brave." MacNutt noted, 
adding that a rapist will 
usually choose a victim that 
he feels he can overpower. 
THE BEST way to avoid the 
last four stages of a potential 
attack is to avoid situations 
where one is an easy target for 
a rapist, MacNutt noted, 
adding' that the best methods 
for reducing a rapist's op- 
portunity for attack include. 
Never walk alone. Take 
advantage of campus escort 
sevices such as Alpa Chi Rho, 
Tau Kappa Epsilon and 
campus security cadets. 
Always walk near the curb. 
Avoid walking near driveways 
and building doorways. 
Keep car windows up and 
doors locked when driving and 
while away from the car. Be 
aware of being followed by 
other cars. If you feel you are 
"•being followed, pull over to a 
well-lit. populated curb and let 
the car pass.  If the vehicle 
continues- to follow, drive to 
the nearest location where 
help can be found, such as a 
gas station,, police station or 
fire house. 
Before entering a parked 
car. check the backseat and 
floor areas for unwanted 
passengers. 
Park in well-lit, crowded 
areas. 
If you have car trouble, 
signal for help by raising the 
hood and tying a white han- 
dkerchief to the door handle. 
Remain inside the car with 
doors locked until identified 
help arrives. 
When at home, keep doors 
and windows locked. Many 
rapes occur in the victim's 
own home. 
Ask for identification before 
opening the door to a stranger. 
Don't accept a ride home, 
from a party for example, 
with someone you have just 
met. 
Become responsible for 
unspoken communication, 
which is generated by posture, 
clothes and eye contact. 
MacNutt said some ad- 
ditional ways to avoid 
becoming a rape victim are: 
Report all strangers 
loitering in or near residence 
halls to campus security at 
6361. 
If a stranger asks  to use 
your telephone, offer to make 
the call for him. 
Never jog alone. 
While these precautions are 
not guarantees, they will 
greatly decrease one's 
chances of becoming a rape 
victim, MacNutt said. 
RAPE lists many ways to 
avoid        potential rape 
situations. Students can ob- 
tain the brochure at the 
Campus Police and Security 
Building. 
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Laundry costs up by 25 cents 
K-   IEKK WH IIY 
"•.There i* .•:'"» -vnt incrc.isi' 
in ih«- 1**1 of washing .md 
drying this year according to 
Don Blume. head of food 
service vending and con- 
cessions. 
• The 10-cent increase for 
washing and 15-cent increase 
for drying is due to inflation. 
This is the first increase ever 
in laundry prices, according 
to Rlume. "After years* ol 
absorbing increases in 
utilities, parts and equipment, 
we decided we had to do 
something to keep up." Blume 
said. 
Three hundred and sixty 
washers and dryers had to be 
fitted with new change slides 
at a cost of $3,000, Blume said, 
adding that the only washers 
not included in the increase 
were the Westinghouse front 
loader machines, which are 
"smaller, harder to change. 
and are being phased out 
anyway "     * - *-'~ --*• 
If another increase is 
needed in the future, no ad- 
ditional parts for the equip- 
ment will be necessary 
because the current change 
slides have extra coin slots. 
Blume noted. But Blume does 
not anticipate any increases 
for "a long, long time." he 
said. 
Inter-Hall Council, which 
receives a share of the ven- 
ding revenues, is uncertain 
about the increase. "We 
haven't discussed it enough 
yet." said IHC President 
Howard Hilton. 
IHC may not receive a 
revenue increase from the 
additional laundry fees 
because they receive a flat 
rate from that revenue, not a 
percentage, according to 
Hilton. IHC presently is 
receiving $24,000 annually. 
Hilton said IHC was not 
notrfied of the increase before 
it took effect "I found out 
about it just like everyone 
else, when I went to do 
laundry." Hilton said 
Prices at laundromats in 
Harrisonburg range from 50 to 
75 cents for a load of wash and 
from Hi cents for three 
minutes to 25 cents for 12 
minutes in the dryer. JMU 
will now charge 35 cents per 
load to wash and 25 cents for 
30 minutes to dry. 
Student reaction ranges 
from acceptance of the new 
prices toanger. "Nobody likes 
to pay higher prices, but it's 
still cheaper than off- 
campus." said Cleveland Hall 
resident Shery McDowell. 
Susan Haynie. a Chandler 
Hall resident said. "I'm mad. 
They should have left it like it 
was." 
LOOK FOR MONEY 
SAVING  COUPONS 
AT STUDENT UNION 












ALL YOU   CAN EAT 
GARDEN FRESH SALAD 
ONLY $1.79 
Student ass^tanhLJiMtruUUd 
By STEPHEN ALLEN 
Due to inadequate funding 
and a strict mandate to pay 
student assistants minimum 
wage. James Madison 
University has moved to 
reduce the number of students 
in the 10-hour Student 
Assistantship Program. 
The student assistants, 
hired by various departments, 
are paid minimum wage to 
help secretaries and 
professors within their 
department. * 
In October 1980. federal 
legislation increased the 
minimum wage without in- 
creasing allocations to schools 
with assistantship programs. 
The Financial Aid office here 
reduced the number of 
assistantships 13 percent and 
shortened the hours of those 
remaining. 
Beginning this semester, 
student assistants will not 
work the first week of classes 
or finals week, except library 
assistants. Also, departments 
which did not fully use student 
work hours will face reduc- 
tions 'in the number of 
assistants. Although these 
reductions are expected to 
cause problems, the shortened 
work period will have little 
effect on the departments. 
"This will go unnoticed by 
most professors because 
previously, student assistants 
were busy arranging classes 
the first week, and had exams 
finals week." said Dr. Thomas 
Stanton. vice-president for 
Academic Affairs. 
BUT OTHER problems 
have arisen. The Financial 
Aid office misplaced many of 
last year's student assistant 
records, according to Dr. 
William Nelson, head of the 
department of political 
science. As a result, some 
departments   are unable   to 
their student rehire 
assistants. 
"Normally, we try to retain 
last year's student assistants 
because of their familiarity 
with the department. This, 
year we appointed all new 
people." Nelson said. 
Miss Sherrye Ward, 
assistant director of Financial 
Aid. refused to give an im- 
mediate comtoent when asked 
to explain the misplaced 
records. 
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911 S. High St.     434-8676 
■ 1 -i * University 
H< Hafetflbts 
HAIRCUTS $6.00 (Behind Luigi's) 
A33-9533 CONNII«MITH. OWNER 
NATO INIM AW <OCT 
r 1W 
Introduction to Orienteering ... 2 credit hours 
MSCI 102-PE 152 1000-1145 section 101 MWF 
»     1400-1545'section i02 MWF   A Block 1 course 
This course introduces the student to orienteering, a 
challenging life time sport that requires both mental 
physical individual effort in an outdoor environment, 
it is designed to provide the student with the necessary 
knowledge and skill to successfully participate in 
organized orienteering events to the intermediate level, 
maps compasses and textbooks are provided by the 
department of military science. If you have any questions, 
433-6264 
OR STOP BY MAURY HALL ROOM G3 
IBS Ml iWWJ (SAW (£2 
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Madison Stadium addition 
to increase seating to J 2,500 
THK BREEZE. Monday 
By ANN RICHARDSON 
Seating in th.e Madison 
Stadium addition is scheduled 
for completion in time for 
James Madison University's 
first home football game, • 
according to George Marcum, 
physical plant director. 
The game against Austin 
Peay is Sept  19 
A second phase which in- 
volves only inside additions.is 
scheduled for completion by 
next fall. 
With the addition of 7.000 
seats, the stadium will have a 
total seating capacity of 
12.500 
The inside additions will 
provido enough -|>,icc- for the 
\rm> KOTC offices, six ad- 
ditional raquetball courts, 
new locker rooms and 
showers.. 
Marcum explained that 
there is no danger in using the 
outside   seating   before   the 
prrtject is finished. 
"Everything there is checked 
by an inspector that visits the 
site-weekly." he said. "As far 
as the structure is concerned, 
all of it has been approved by 
the fire marshal! and has met 
all the standard 
requirements." 
The addition is scheduled 
for one final inspection prior 




Welcomes All JM.U. Students Back 
and 
Announces that We are Delivering 
to Campus as Usual 
Mon.-Thurs. 

















v    Ham 
Italian            Vegetarian 
Turkey         Steak 8B Onion             $2.59 
Roast beef           Meatball                   $2.99 
Stuffed Pizzas        Calzone 
Italian beef hero     Stromboli                 $3.49 
Pizza slices $.60    Moa-Thurs.   11-5 Fri  11-2 
Delivery charge $.50 whether you order 1 or 10 Pizzas 
Special Offer: \ 
till Sept. 30   No Delivery charge at 6,7, or 8pm Deliveries 
CONSTRUCTION WORKER John Vincent pours concrete for the 




extended HatyMj Hunt 
4:30-7pm Wwe.-SoL 
GO FOR THE BREW 
STOP'IN 
on Port Republic Road 
434-8805 open 24 hours 
BEER FOOD GAS 
BEVERAGES 
Al 16oz. returnable drinks $1.69 
Old Mill  $7.99 a case 
Bud $a45acase 
Ruffles  $.89 
Askaboutour Special 
Case Prices 
checks food stamps & coupons 
/ 
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Open Jfo use 
for a  Xo  Otlijalion  Jour 
of our Xew  Oanninf Sys/em. 
Now Tan Darker with leas redness, 
lessdrvness than before. Works £et£r 
on arms and legs fiaskr on faces. 
You aay in the booth for less time. 
See for yourself; 
"There is a Difference* 
Horizon 
Sure 0 Tan 




Sunday, Sept. 13, 1 till Spm. 







Two tasty, hot, homemade soups! 
Thank you for coming to 
SHONEYS 
$2.49 
, Located on 33 East just before Valley Mall 
• muss (j)tw w wwi» 
wnuw inwi ^ET DOT® 
The Art of Military Leadership 
MSCI 220 2 Credit Hours   . 
section one 10:00 -10:50 Maury G2 
,  :r T^ctey and Thursday 
Examine the psychological physiological 
sociological factors which affect 
leadership of small and large groups.  • 
All textbooks and equipment will be provided. 
Find out about Army ROTC 
There is no military obligation involved. 
•Tf 
CfMNfNlft fee      jCeui   Utoitgfat 
art Op 
UJe toue uctom, *ugty abut*, woef*. ca*(lufuuj, 
ami cLact* •* «to«* JMWIOI 
TkeBwlijSMj 
Th. P«rpW tuiMin* On Th« Court Square 
3 North <*o." S»   "•"■••"•"'t 
lie 
Ike Body Stop Annex 
M*W#*m *   put**       *    taW od«« * IfoWa 
Uowc ?   mttfi taU   -   bit -    T-AMft 
66 Coat Htotkel Si. Open 10-5 Wat-Sol. 
Uhe HSriJes Jfot/se 
.     \\\ 
9s th ere a formal in yo ur 
future? 9/ so   come in ancf 
taxe a look at our large 
selection of party wear. 
J/ Cour/ Square   Vj//aye 
Downtown JfarrJsonBurg  434-S0J3 
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New Greek housing 
remains uncertain 
«li ATKFlX INBAll 
«l«rL Nfiir T HhirlN 
mil    -*:t:ft O't.%81 
By JEFF GAMMAGE 
There are "no definite 
plans" as of yet to construct 
new Greek housing across 
Interstate 81. according to Dr. 
Lacy Daniel, dean of students. 
"Nothing has changed." 
Daniel said ► "We are still 
investigating ways it can be 
financed." Daniel said costs 
such as land clearing and 
utilities installation could be 
prohibitive. "Right now it 
doesn't look too good,' Daniel 
noted. "If we had to do it right 









now. we couldn't afford it." 
All funding for the project 
would come from the Greek 
groups to be housed in the new 
structures, Daniel said. 
Daniel said that several 
Greek organizations are at 
present "talking to. their 
alumni and       national 
chapters" about possible 
loans and donations for the 
project. 
DANIEL FIXED the total 
cost of the project at about 
$400,000. but said that even 
this is "real guessy*" and 
would depend upon how many 
students were housed in each 
building 
About 45 students would 
have to be housed in each 
dwelling to make the project 
"economically feasible," 
Daniel said, adding that the 
Greek Row units contain 
about 2$ students per house at 
present. 
The dwellings would be built 
on the eastern section of the 
university-owned 133 acres 
across 1-81. above the Con- 
vocation Center, and would 
reportedly have an 18-acre 
lake   and    several    athletic 
fields.    ,  ' 
No decision on the style of 
the units has been reached, 
Daniel said, adding however 
that the new structures would 
"not be a Greek Row" and 
would allow "much more 
choice" as to the individual 
style and design of each 
house. 
JMU PRESIDENT Ronald 
Carrier said last February 
that the project possibly could 
come within the next three to 
five years. 
Last year, several frater- 
nity and sorority presidents 
said they favored the idea of 
new housing across 1-81. 
 .J ——: —  




You probably have 
thettfi. 
1* Change in bowel or 
bladder habits. 
8. A sore that does not 
heal. 
3. Unusual bleeding or 
discharge. 
4* Thickening or lump 
in breast or elsewhere. 
5* Indigestion or diffi- 
culty in swallowing. 
6* Obvious change in 
wart or mole. 
7. Nagging cough or 
hoarseness. 
8. A fear of cancer that 
can prevent you from 
detecting cancer at an 
early stage. A stage when 
it is nighty curable. 
Bveryones afraid or 
cancer, but dont let it 
scare you to death. 
'American Cancer Society 
■» m amwumi a A rauc warn 
Pae^THI^^EZ^Jonday^OTternbeiJ^Wl 
x 
Leading Brands for 
B 
Men  & Women 
EZOD LONDON FOG 
WOOLRICH      THOMSON 
.  CALVIN  KLEIN 
nJF 
B, 
CLUB/ROOM - DELICATESSEN 
Imported Cheeses Sandwiches (Eat In - Take Out) 
Gourmet Items of all Nations    Wine & Beer (On & Off) 
caierini _     Mon-Sat    8 AM - I AM 
Sun 10AM - 1AM 







To visit with us carrying lines like 
Penehurst Lady Marlenes 
Jenelle of Calif. LilV of France 
HosieryBooties GJydon 
and more. 
433-8777 51 Court Sq. Village 
Downtown Harrisonburg 
T t 
interested in applying for a position as 
a student advocate, please obtain 
an application from 
the   SGA   office 
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Moi i. - Taw. - W«d. - S*t.            Kh00am-6KK 
Than. • Fri           1040 am -  9:0 
1 178  South Main  Strwt      Within  Walking Distance 
Now with two locations 
to serve you. 
Rt. 33 East 
433-0549 
BIG Rock St 
434-4418 
AUTO RVRTS 
60 East Rock 
(behind Burger Chef) 
and 
,    (New) Rt. 33 East 
(beside the Sheraton Inn) 
Register for Grand Opening Prizes 
Sept. 14 - 19th- Everything Automotive 
for Imports and Domestic. - Check out 
Bjg As "We hare it all policy.* •Free* 
Big A Frisbee with $5L00 purchase 
- Of Course biscounts to Students 
Rt. 33 East open 8-8 Mon.-Fri. 84 Sat. 





open nightly till Midnight 434-7948 
MON.   WED. 
Cigarettes (carton)  $4.69 Pretzels 4 lb. box $3.89 
M & Ms (plain & peanut) 7.5oz. $1.19 
Coke - 6pk. - looz. No Returns  $1.79 







W Old Mill cans  $159 
Miller cans  $2.19 
Bull 12pks.    $3.99 
Bud cans $2.19 
Busch $1.99 
HIDWAY MARKET 
157 Warsaw Ave. 434-7948 
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I INTERCOLLEGIATE FORENSICS 
DEBATE TEAM 
INDIVIDUAL EVENTS TEAM 
OPENING MEETING !!!! 
Warren Campus Center 
Meeting Room A 
Tuesday September 8 at 7 pm 
Free Refreshments! 
Prior Experience Not Necessary 
NOW CM 
/o< 
DON'T JUST SIT THERE! GET DOWN TO THE PUB! 
Feast from our astounding menu of Mights and haw your 
(favorite (legal) bavaraga. But don't worry about the price 
[you'll gat a LOT for a little at THE place to "Maet & Eat!* 
Ml Ml 
Main St. Downtown - in the Palmar House 






CHARLES SMITH SHOES 
N 
"■■"in ■ ■. ii     .ill  I  IT 










$1.25 w-id $1.75 guest 
i 
i 
LOVE AND DEATH 
September 10   7:30, 10:00 
G-S Theater 










8-12 WUU Ballroom 
Tickets are $2.5) and on sale 
attheUPB office "* 
Blackfoot 
Def Leppard 
Johnny Van Zant 
September 20 8:00 pm Godwin Hall 
$7.00 w-id $8.00 guest and at door 
Tickets Now on Sale      . . ^ 
UPB office Mon.-Fri. 114 
N.Y. TIMES: 
"Exhilaratingly Man*! ObMuhw, welting, scary, 
wtkNy •rwrgatic." -J— «-■«."••M»M 




September 11,12       7:30, 10:00 
G-S Theater $1.25 w-id $1.75 guest 
-Announcements 
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Student Advocate       Play Auditions 
All students interested in 
applying for a position as a 
Student Advocate, please 
obtain an application from tlj 
SGA office or call Daie 
Parker. Student Advocate 
Coordinator at 5356. 
Fjeshman Register 
Due to delays in production, 
the Freshman Register will be 
distributed by the end of 
September. 
Radio Series 
Two popular National 
Public Radio series. Star 
Wars and The Hitch-hiker's 
Guide to the Galaxy, will 
begin on Sept. 12 at 7 and 7:30 
p.m. respectively. 
Auditions for The Servant of 
Two Masters, the first JMU 
Theatre mainstage production 
of the 1981-82 season, will be 
held Sept. 7-8 at 7 p.m. in 
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre. 
Acrobats and comics are 
encouraged to audition. 
Improvisational techniques 
will be used during the 
rehearsal period. 
Biology Class 
The Department of Biology 
is offering a one credit class. 
Wildlife Suppression Seminar 
i Bio 155-001* from 6:30-8:30 
p.m.. Monday and Wednesday 
from Sept. 14 to Oct. 7 in 
Burruss Hall, room 14. The 
prerequisite is students must 
be 18 years old or older by the 
end of the course. 
jBooe   is 
A HAIR AFFAIR 
Experienced 
Hair Stylists for 
Suys   &   Sals 
433-8891 
AERho 
Alpha Epsilon Rho. the 
National Rroadcasting 
Society, is conducting a Fall 
Membership Drive open to all 
JMU students majoring in 
Comm Arts with a Radio-TV 
Film emphasis. Majors must 
have an overall 2.0 GPA. 3.0 
GPA in major courses, 
completed three hours of 
communication courses 
(excluding core) and be a 
sophomore. Applications can 
be picked up at WMRA. 
Burruss Hall and at the TV- 
Film Center. Harrison Hall 
Deadline for applications is 2 
p.m.. Sept. 29. 
Water Polo 
Anyone interested in 
playing water polo call Steve 
at 5460 or meet at Savage pool 
on Sept. 7 at 9 p.m. 
JMU Theatre 
Auditions for The Passion of 
Dracula will be held Sept. 14- 
15.7-9 p.m. Auditions on Sept. 
14 will be in meeting Room D 
in WCC and on Sept. 15 in 
Room C in WCC. The per- 
formance dates are Oct. 21-24. 
For more information call 434- 
6101. 
Tri-Beta 
The first meeting of Tri- 
Reta will be held Sept. 9 at 7 
p.m. in Burruss 114. All 
present and prospective 
members are encouraged to 
come. 







LOWEST GOLD PRICES 
IN OVER TWO YEARS! 
CO 









CO You can now purchase your 10 karat 







than you would have paid last year at 
this time. For more good news, we'I 
see you on ring order day. Many 
styles are available to choose from. 















Your Herff Jones Colege Ring Specialist I ! i 
TO ORDER: 
Wed. Sept. 9 Date: Time: 10-2 
I 
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Historical Society 
The Wayland Historical 
Society is holding its first 
meeting Sept. 8 at 6:30 p.m. in 
Jackson 1A. Plans for the 
upcoming year's activities • 
will be discussed Anyone 
interested is welcome to at- 
tend. 
WISP Swim 
The women's swimming and 
diving team will be holding an 
organizational meeting Sept. 9 
in the President's Cabinet 
Room (Godwin) at 4 p.m. for 
returning team members and 
•1:30 p.m. for new and 
returning members.r 
Wrestling 
There will be wrestling try- 
nuts for all interested students 
Sept. 14-25 at 3:30 p.m. in the 
Godwin Hall wrestling room. 
Report dressed to practice. 
For more information, con- 
tact the wrestling office at 
6697. 
Dukettes 
There will be a meeting of 
,ill people interested in trying 
nut? for the 1981-82 JMU 
Pukette Squad Sept. M at 4:30 
p.m. in Godwin 353. Please 
come dressed for practice. If 
interested, but unable to at- 
Jcr4r~emii Casey <•>!*£- -~> 
6737. 
Accounting Majors Racquetball 
Two workshops "Getting 
Your Act Together": 
placement files, and on- 
campus interviews, will be 
held Sept. 8. 1:45-2:45 p.m. 
and "Resume Writing" will be 
held Sept. 9. 2-3 p.m. Sign up 
in Career Planning and 
Placement. Alumnae 208 
There will be a racquetball 
club meeting Sept. 17 at 5:15 
p.m. in Harrison Hall A-ll. It 
is open to all students, faculty 
and staff. Old and new 
members are welcome. 




the Alpha Epsilon Rho. 
National Broadcasting 
Society, is selling Broad- 
casting magazine at special 
reduced rates of $10 for 13 
weeks. $18 for 26 weeks and 
S33 for a year. If interested, 
stop by WMRA. Burruss Hall, 
before 2 p.m.. Sept. 16. 
A fencing demonstration by 
members of the JMU Fencing 
Club will take place Sept. 8,11 
a.m.-2 p.m. between the WCC 
and Gibbons Hall 
All announcements should be typed 
double spaced- and brought to The 
Breeie announcement box in the 
basement o» Wine Price. Please specify 
in what issue date* the announcement 
should run The deadline for' an- 
nouncements in the. Thursday Issue is 5 
p m Monday and for the Monday issue 
is 5 p.m Friday Announcements will 
not be accepted by phone. 
A®>P 
Miller Beer      6pk. - l2oz. cans $1.89 
Pepsi or Diet Pepsi  8pk. - lfoz. bottles 
V $1.09 8s deposit 
Chef Boy Ar-Dee Pizzas lloz. $.99 
Blue Bonnet margarine lib. pack $.59 
A as P Yogurt 8oz. 3-$ 1.00 
Ice Cream Sandwiches 12pk.     . $1.49 
Listerine Mouthwash 18oz.bottle $139 
■*» 
Golden Delicious Apples 31b. bag $.88 
White potatoes   ldb. $M9 
Vine Ripe Honeydews $1<68 
Bartlett Pears lib. $.48 
Shorgood Chicken franks llh %& 
Gwaltney   Bologna lib. $!-59 
Gwaltney Bacon   lib. $179 
Luters Meat franks lib. $1-5° 
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ilOG   cArts (& People 
'Just ordinary New Jersey street bums' 
Backstage with the 
By BARBARA HALL 
On the plane to Los Angeles the man sitting beside 
me asked why I was going so fa? away from home 
with school starting in a week. I informed him that it 
was a special trip: I was going to see Bruce 
Springsteen in concert He looked at me as though I 
had lest my mind and exclaimed. "Couldn't you have 
found somewhere closer than L.A.? My God!" 
He wasn't the first to doubt my sanity for flying 
across the country to see some guy in concert. It is 
hard for some people to understand. There are 
concerts, and then there are Bruce Springsteen 
concerts. Those who have seen him won't dispute the 
difference. I admit it calls for outrageous devotion to 
hop a plane to L.A.—PATCO strike and all. But this 
was more than just a Springsteen concert, this was 
fourth row and backstage. 
My sister had the tickets and the backstage con- 
nection, but I knew something had to go wrong. NO 
ONE goes backstage at Springsteen. 
Everything was fine until I landed in L. A. My sister 
was supposed to have passes waiting at the gate as a 
guest of one of the top persons at Wolf and Rissmiler. 
the company producing the show. I tried not to get my 
hopes up. So I wasn't surprised when the guy at the 
gate said. "Sorry, nothing here for Hall." 
Oh well, it was nice while it lasted. 
"Whose guest are you. anyway?" he asked her 
She answered him and it seemed to ring a bell. He 
told us to follow him and led us down that forbidden 
ramp—the one we all stare at in awe. wondering just 
what it takes to get down there. 
Once inside the backstage door, he told us to wait 
while he went and checked us out. I was calm; it 
didn't bother me .to look a few yards away and see 
Springsteen and band doing sound check up on stage. 
Pessimist to the end. 1 couldn't believe the guy ac- 
tually meant us when, he motioned it was okay to 
come back. 
We walked toward a small group of people who 
were enjoying a quiet meal. Our backstage' con- 
nection approached. 
"How are you doing?" asked John, who didn't seem 
to understand what a loaded question that was. 'The 
passes are a little late getting here, so you're going to 
have to hang around a bit. Meanwhile, why don't you 
go get yourself something to eat." 
Now. I have quite a vivid imagination, but having 
dinner with the E Street Band is even out of my 
league. My sister put a cucumber on her plate just to 
look at home. I ended up with coffee—eating was out 
of the question. We went and sat down across from 
the bass player for the band. Garry Tallent, who was 
eating roast beef by himself. On my left, only a few 
feet away. Bruce was having a casual conversastion 
with his manager. Jon Land au. Drummer Max 
Weinberg strolled by in blue jeans and a T—shirt. I 
gulped steaming hot coffee and my sister worked for 
fifteen minutes on one cucumber. We were fine, no 
problem. 
f"   'US r *mmuiacwmn 
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Wait a minute. I thought. This is too normal. These 
guys are big stars, they're supposed to be back here 
taking drugs or doing something strange with goats. 
But there they all were, in clothes suitable for any 
college campus, eating roast beef and having light 
conversation. I just kept looking over to see the 
"future of rock 'n' roll" pacing around in a plain dark 
shirt, worn-put jeans, with his hands stuffed in his 
pockets, and making conversation with some of his 
road crew. No groupies. No three ring circus. No star 
in the east. Just ordinary New Jersey street bums. 
That's what we always hear about Bruce and his 
band, that they're all just regular guys. But I've 
never seen such an idealistic myth be so completely 
accurate. 
In a few minutes the band 
members   disappeared   into 
their dressing rooms. We sat 
around with the rest of the 
road crew. Everyone calmly 
went  about  their   business. 
getting ready to bring on the 
most highly acclaimed 
concert   performer    in   the 
business. 
Watching the production, it 
was easy to understand why 
Springsteen        has        kept 
everything    in    perspective 
through his rapid rise to fame. 
It was very hard to convince 
myself that all these low-key 
people were part of something 
unbelievably spectacular, The 
atmosphere was entirely "so 
what." These guys had a job 
to do. they were doing it, and 
they were having a goocl.time. 
The whole business was so 
realistic and down-to-earth it 
would be hard   for  anyone. 
even Springsteen, to think that 
this was bigger than life. It 
simply wasn't. 
A roadie cam in 15 minutes 
before showtime to announce. 
with a laugh, that the war- 
drobe had  been  lost.  John 
laughed and asked my sister if 
she would like to donate her 
clothes   for   Springsteen   to 
wear. (Who wouldn't?) When 
Springsteen walked out to find 
out what had happened to his 
wardrobe, he just laughed and 
walked back to the dressing 
room  to  find  something  to 
wear. All the while. I had to 
remind myself of where I was. 
The atmosphere just didn't 
convince me. 
John   finally   brought  our 
passes to us. and it was time 
for us to take our seats. I had 
almost forgotten there was a 
concert But once I was on the 
fourth row, close enough to 
see whether or not Bruce had 
shaved. I remembered why I 
was there. 
When he came onto the stage. Springsteen an- 
nounced that the concert was a benefit for the Viet- 
nam veterans. Then the show began, and I sat wat- 
ching this guy who I had seen only moments before 
calmly walking backstage, now sending 16.000 
Californians through the ceiling. Only weeks before I 
had seen him in D.C.. and it all felt the same. Bruce 
appeared unaffected by where he was playing—L.A.. 
New York. DC. The importance was what he was 
playing, not where. Yet I felt a difference in my own 
attitude. I recognized it as jealousy. It is amazing 
how possessive the East Coast is of Springsteen. He is 
our greatest claim to fame. HE IS OURS. Try as they 
might, these sun lovers and natural food freaks could 
not really understand his roots of rock 'n' roll. He is 
the East Coast emissary. I mean, this guy looks like 
New Jersey,. 
God knows Springsteen puts more energy into a 
show than any musician alive, but his entire soul was 
into this one. He was playing for the gold medal. A 
few minutes later when I took notice of who was 
sitting right beside me. I figured out why. The row 
was filled with special fans: his parents, his sister, 
his aunts, and his girlfriend. It was ,6 disorienting 
sensation to be dancing right beside/his mother. 
Anyone who knows the Bruce Springsteen story can 
understand why this must have been a crucial night 
for him. He grew up as many sincere artists do. 
criticized by his family for "living in a dream." In 
interviews Springsteen still refers back to the days 
when his father would sit him down in a dark kitchen 
for hours, badgering him about his crazy whims. Yet 
Phnln hy V« N*iav.i 
Barbara Hall shows off her Bruce secutive performances in Los 
Springsteen memorabilia including Angeles and her meal pass to eat 
backstage   passes   for   three   con-     with the band and road crew 
Springsteen's feelings for his father are still a mix- 
ture of pain, guilt and a very deep and unusual love. 
Bruce admits a strong allegiance to all of his family, 
something that is not a token characteristic for 
someone in his position. While strumming the g^,^ 
to Independence Day. a song he wrote specifically for 
his father. Bruce broke into one of his serious ex- 
pressions and began talking. The audience was 
captivated. 
"I remember when I was young." he started. He 
paused for a second as if to gather strength. "My 
father used to sit in the kitchen in the dark. Every 
night And when I'd come through, he'd always just 
ask me this question..'Bruce, what do you think, 
you're doing?'" His voice broke off a little. Out in the 
audience, you could have heard a cottonball hit the 
floor. "And I just couldn't wait to get out of there. I 
swore I'd never miss it." 
He stopped at this point, still strumming. This 
could have been the end, but he didn't leave it at that. 
"For a long time I didn't miss it." he said. "Rut you 
find out something It's like.until you get right with 
your parents vou never really get right with your- 
self.*' 
"This is for my Dad." he said and started into the 
song which he sang as if he were hearing it for the 
first time. I kept looking from the stage to the man 
beside me. Father and son both cried through the 
See BOSS, page 14 
_ 
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Debris begins year at their best 
By CARL MTCOLMAN 
Showcasing several new songs and 
a maturing technique. Debris per- 
formed energetically in their first 
Harrisonburg appearance of the 
school year. Saturday evening at The 
Other Place. 
For those who may not know. 
Debris is James Madison University's 
most successful and enduring new 
wave-rock 'n' roll band. From Its 
humble beginnings in Spotswood Hall 
several years ago. Debris worked its 
way up to becoming one of JMU's 
premier bands. They have played 
frequently both on and off campus in 
Harrisonburg, but since May, most of 
their gigs have been in the 
Washington. D.C. area, playing such 
nightclubs as Columbia Station and 
The Psychedelly. 
The last of the 
Debris graduated last May. which 
means the band is no longer based in 
Harrisonburg. So, Debris will be 
appearing less frequently than in the 
past—thus, nights like the Saturday 
past will be special to Debris fans. 
'Debris needs to develop 
a dynamic show good 
enough to win over an 
audience that doesn't 
know and doesn't 
care who the band •' 
It is safe to say Debris is something 
of a cuir band. Not everyone can 
appreciate the constantly driving, 
technically limited sound of Debris. 
But for those who do appreciate that 
sound. Debris is great, and this last 
show was even greater. 
Simply put. Debris is getting better 
all the time. 
Saturday's concert was a standard 
Debris performance of over forty 
songs, in three, hour-long sets. Much 
of Debris' repertoire consists of re- 
makes selected from rock history. 
Songs by the Beatles, the Rolling 
Stones, the Doors. Bob Dylan. David 
Bowie. Iggy Pop and the Buzzcocks 
were performed. But, much of Debris' 
best material is original songs, such 
as So Sad and Danger Zone.* 
The single most striking feature 
about Saturday night's performance 
was that Debris has matured. All four 
members of the band have 
strengthened their playing. Drew 
Gardner's drumming was the finest it 
has ever been. Both K.C. O'Hare and 
•lack Graf were playing some fine 
lead guitar. Jim White's bass playing 
has shown the most dramatic im- 
provement. He has been the bass 
player for little over a year now, but 
in that time he has become a self- 
assured but unpretentious bassist. 
The evening had several high 
points. Excellent renditions of the 
four tracks from the Debris EFwere 
played during the first set. Re-makes 
of Satisfaction. I Saw Her Standing 
\. There, and Blitzrieg Bop were all 
four members of ^»ell-done and well-received by an 
appreciative audience. Al.so three 
new songs. Long Distance. Nobody 
Loves You. and Oh Baby were in- 
troduced. Oh Baby, a slow fifties-style 
tune, especially stood out. 
The best song of the evening was the 
masterful cover of. David Bowie's 
Heroes. Jim White can sing it with all 
the heartbreaking intensity of Bowie 
himself. 
Even with all this praise. Debris 
still has several problems to over- 
come. The band cannot make a career 
out of periodic dates at The Other 
Place, playing to a crowd that fondly 
remembers the Spotswood days. 
Debris needs to develop a dynamic 
show good enough to win over an 
audience that doesn't know and 
doesn't care who the band is. 
To be dynamic in this way will 
require greater diversity (let's face 
it—new wave is pretty much 
exhausted) and still greater technical 
development. Debris' still limited 
technique .make ■ their music 
somewhat monotonous and repetitive. 
Of course, improvement was 
visible. Debris' repertoire was much 
more diverse than eighteen months 
ago. and was played much better. But 
for the sake of the band's future, this 
improvement must continue. 
It is hard to be very critical of 
Debris after Saturday night. The fans 
had. such a great time: a Debris 
concert is actually just a gigantic 
party 
Debris is one of those bands you 
either love or you hate. If you hate 
them, you don't go see them. But if 
you love them, you do go—and you 
enjoy yourself immensely. 
t 
Everyone was rockin' and  roliin' to 
Debris   Saturday   high!   at   The  Other 
Photo by Vo Naqay* 
Place, and Gay Lynn Hod or danced right 
along with the rest of the crowd 
HAUNTS 
Debris' drummer. Drew,Gardner, was in 
rare    form    during   Saturday   nights 
performance 
Pholn hv   Y<> K.MHSv* 
Tuesday. Septembers 
•Rhythm   Masters   at   The   Elbow 
unavailable. 
Wednesday, September 9 
•The World Famous Dillards at The Elbow 
advance tickets, price     unavailable. 
•Cub Koda at The Other Place. $3. 
•Jim Buduzrus at Jo's: $1 
Thursday. September 19 
•Bill Blue at The Elbow Room: price unavailable. 
•Arznova at J.M.'s: $1.50. 
The Brad Smiley Band at The Other Place;  ladies 
free, men $3. 
•Hybrid Ice at Scotland Yard:   $2.50 at the 
discount tickets available  from TKE. 
The Skip Castro Band at the WCC Ballroom; 
advance tickets at UPB   office. 
Friday. September 11 
•Headwinds at The Elbow Room: price unavailable. 
•Harvey Dalton Arnold Band at The Other Place; $3. 
•Dave Hott and The Willie J. Johnston Bluegrass Dance 
Band at Jo's: nocovercharge 
•Hybrid Ice at Scotland Yard: $4. 
Saturday. September 12 
•Headwinds at The Elbow Room: price unavailable. 
•Harvey Dalton Arnold Band at The Other Place; $3. 
•Dave Hott at Jo's: no cover charge. 
•Hybrid Ice at Scotland Yard: $4. 
Sunday. September 13 
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+ Boss 
< continu<?d from page 12 > 
chords to Independence Day. 
a song he wrote specifically 
for his father. Rruce broke 
into one of his serious ex- 
pressions and began talking. 
The audience was captivated. 
-I remember when I was 
young.'' he started. He paused 
for a second as if to gather 
strength. "My father used to 
sit in the kitchen in the dark. 
Every night And when I'd 
come through, he'd always 
just ask me this 
question .'Bruce, what do you 
think, vou're doing?" His 
voice broke off a little. Out in 
the audience, you could have 
heard a cottonball hit the 
floor. "And I just couldn't wait 
to get out of there I swore I'd 
never miss it." 
rtes£owped,at this point, still 
strumming. This could have 
been the end: but he didn't 
leave it at that. "For a long 
time I didn't miss it." he said. 
"But you find out something. 
It's like...until you get right 
with vour parents you never 
really get right with your- 
self." 
"This is for my Dad." he 
said and started into the song 
which he sang as if he were 
hearing it for the first time. I 
kept looking from the stage to 
the man beside me. Father 
and son both cried through the 
whole song. Probably most of 
the audience did as well. 
Springsteen > ended the 
evening with Twist and Shout. 
ironically the first song he 
ever learned to play The 
crowd's screams prevailed— 
there was just no letting go of 
him. We could have gone all 
night, and he looked as 1f he 
wanted to Finally he 
screamed into the mike, sweat 
running down his face. "I 
can't stand anymore! I gotta 
go home! ' He paused for the 
reaction which was "No 
Way!"    He    laughed,    still 
staring out at the crowd. "Are 
you talking to me' Well, you 
gotta talk louder than that!" 
Then he was at it again He 
finally collapsed at 12:30. four 
hours from the moment he 
first walked on stage. 
The crowd lingered as if he 
didn't really mean it. then 
began a Bruce chant His 
mother, who was still sitting 
beside me. looked on in sur- 
prise and leaned over to her 
husband. "I can't believe that, 
they're spelling out his 
name!" I laughed, thinking. 
"Lady, you don't know the 
half of it." But I was im- 
mediately reminded of that 
backstage atmosphere: the 
feeling that Bruce was just an 
average guy. I also was 
reminded of something that 
John  Lennon once said.  He 
expressed concern for 
Springsteen's future by 
saying. "I feel sorry for all 
those people when they find 
out Bruce Springsteen isn't 
God." Too late, we know he 
. isn't God. In fact, we were 
counting on it. 
■—<■»-—i-———<-- **» 
THINK     frintigi 
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miiMfliwiQMwhn 
food for tfcon0tisa 
$ 40/year 
Rent for Less 
contact 
University Marketing Service 
Main Street Stop-In 
Call 433-1223 For Delivery Schedule" 
V 
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WELCOMES YOU BACK, 
JMU DUKES 
«• e   3 
Just Present Your Student I D and Receive a 
< 
20% DISCOUNT!!! 




Southern Battered Chicken      Homemade Biscuits 
Roast Beef      BBQ 
Open 6 am for Breakfast 
t 
'x 
2   convenient locations: Rt 33 East       1560 S. Main St 
r»»f»»f  t i  rrri*'<r*r*rrrtTTTtt rwr» t*i 
N ,   . 
Time needed 
Soccer team must develop  quickly to be competitive 
■*m-i 
Pttoto by David L Johnson 
THE Dt'KFS must replace key defensive players as the soccer 
squad prepares for the I98I season. .I -Ml' allowed nine goals in two 
scrimmages this weekend. 
Two sign pro contracts 
Compiled from staff reports 
Two former James Madison University basketball players have 
signed professional basketball contracts with teams in Europe. 
Steve Blackmon. who started at forward last season, signed 
with a Finnish-based team and Tyronne Shoulders the Dukes' 
captain last year will play for a West German club. 
Blackmon, who was JMU's Most Valuable Defensive 
Player last year, will play for Korikotkat. 
The Korikotkat team competes in Finland's first 
division and operates out of the city Jarvenpaa, which 
is located 15 miles from the Finnish capital of Helsinki. 
Blackmon. who was not drafted in the NBA draft, 
said he is elated to have a chance to continue his 
basketball career. "It's a chance to travel, and I think 
it's a good move for me. I'm really looking forward to 
playing in Finland, and maybe I can come back (to the 
United States) and play professionally." 
Shoulders. JMU's sixth man lastseason. will play for 
the US C Medico team in West Germany's second 
division 
The NBA also bypassed Shoulders in its I98l draft. 
But when given a new life at extending his basketball 
career. Shoulders decided to take it. 
"I thought about it for a long time because I had a job 
in my major." said Shoulders, who graduated from 
JMU in August with a degree in hotel-restaurant 
management "I turned down the job because I wanted 
to continue to play basketball, and I figured I'd never 
get another chance like this " 
Shoulders lived in West Germany for three years 
while his father was serving in the military and said he 
had always wanted to go back 
Shoulders' signing marked the third JMU player to 
join a professional team in Europe. Steve Stiepler. the 
Dukes' career scoring and rebounding leader, is 
preparing for his second season of professional play in 
Spain. 
By RICHARD AMACHER 
Time 
That seems to be the major factor which will 
determine the amount of success James 
Madison University's soccer team has this 
season. 
The squad is a combination of young players 
and ones who have had some experience. The 
key is for this group to develop its timing and 
do it quickly. 
In the two weeks the Dukes have had to 
practice, they have accomplished what coach 
Bob Vanderwarker expected. "We're pretty 
much on schedule from a conditioning point of 
view. 
"I think we've tried to get some of the 
newcomers into the system, having them 
understand what we're expecting from them. 
And I think several of those have made ex- 
cellent progress." Vanderwarker said. 
Despite the fact JMU has met Van- 
derwarker's preseason expectations, it did not 
display many positive aspects in two home 
scrimmages this weekend. 
Friday, the Dukes' defense gave up four 
early  goals  to Essex Community College. 
and win as many games as we can and we're 
not going to label any year a rebuilding year." 
Vanderwarker said. 
But Vanderwarker has some vacant 
positions to fill. One obvious weakness will be 
on defense, even with senior co-captain Jim 
Edwards, who Vanderwarker tags as a pillar 
of strength, residing as goalie. 
Gone from last season's club, which finished 
7-7-2. are defensive stalwarts Mark Bost and 
John Miskel. Also missing is sweeper Billy 
Gannon, who is out for the year with an injury. 
The loss of these three creates an interesting 
paradox. On one hand. Vanderwarker has a 
potential Ail-American defending the goal, yet 
he has no proven veterans to provide a network 
of defense around Edwards. 
"He can't do it all by himself. We got beat 5-0 
with Edwards in the goal and that doesn't 
happen very often." Vanderwarker said. 
Finding people to help Edwards is im- 
perative and must be done soon. The left back 
position is wide open according to Van- 
derwarker He is experimenting with fresh- 
men Ricky Adams and Merle Shank, a 
graduate of Eastern Mennonite High School. 
'You don't replace John Mukeb or Mark Boete ' 
which shut out the offense enroute to a 5-0 win. 
Vanderwarker was not pleased with the 
results saying. "Naturally there was great 
dissatisfaction with the number of goals we 
gave up in our defense early in the match. That 
showed us we ha ve a lot of work to do there, but 
I think we got a lot of anxious mistakes out of 
our system." 
On Sunday. JMU showed considerable im- 
provement, although it lost to American 
University, which is ranked fourth in Mid- 
Atlantic Division. 4-l. 
"I think that against American we turned 
things around in terms of being able to have 
some poise." Vanderwarker noted. "The at- 
tack looked good although we weren't able to 
finish. 
"To a degree it is the old story, we moved the 
ball well, but we didn't score. We had some 
good scoring thrusts and with some work on 
shooting and timing it will come." Van- 
derwarker added. 
The Dukes are a relatively young team this 
year, but Vanderwarker does not consider his 
team in the midst of rebuilding. 
"Every year we're going to go out and try 
Senior Mike Issacs has been moved from his 
familiar position at midfield to right fullback 
to hopefully provide some stability in the back- 
field. 
"You don't replace John Miskels or Mark 
BosLs. These are people who had a lot of ex- 
perience and did great things for us." Van- 
derwarker said. "You don't put a freshman in 
there who is going to respond right away and 
play the way they did after four years. It just 
simply isn't done." 
Vanderwarker admits it will take a lot of 
time, but that he does not like to give up a lot of 
goals either. 
The personnel in the Dukes' offensive line 
has not changed much since last year. 
Returning are juniors Scott Stewart. Billy 
Brunner and Casey Stemper and sophomore 
Jeff Brown. 
One new face is junior college transfer Ralph 
Cassagnoll. "Ralph looked pretty good out 
there, but he needs some time fo get the plays 
down." Vanderwarker said. 
One position that does appear stable is 
midfield. Junior Alan Ball and sophomore Rob 
Nemzek return to solidify the middle. 
THE DUCHESSES' field hockey team will consist 
of many young players this sea ton. JMU hopei to 
get off to a fast start In It* bid for the VAlAvV 
championship.  
\r 
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Foo tball Pre vie w 
Bowles, Clark must erase question marks 
By JEFF NUCKLES 
Although regarded as oae of 
the best potential aerial duos 
in the state, quarterback Tom 
Bowles and split end Gary 
Clark are still just that- 
potential. 
The two sophomores played 
together in only one game last 
year because of Bowles' 
shoulder separation in the 
second game. In the opener 
against Appalachain State the 
combination was anything but 
effective. 
. Clark went on to lead the 
team in receptions (23) and 
with the strong arm of Bowles 
returning he feels he can 
double that hiark. 
"I think I can be an Ail- 
American if 1 can catch twice 
that many," Clark said. 
"Every receiver'* goal is at 
least 30 but I don't think 50 is 
impossible." 
At 5-feet-io. 160 pounds, 
Clark is not exactly an im- 
posing figure. But size does 
not necessarily make a 
receiver. Receiver coach Joe 
Carico says, "Gary runs a 
consistent 4.5. has excellent 
hands and concentration, and 
runs fine routes. 
"I really can't point out 
Aerial duo touted as one of beet in state 
QUARTERBACK TOM Bowles is the key to    JMU's offense this year. 
Photo by  Vo Naoaya 
anything I would call a 
weakness in him." Carico 
said. 
MUCH tIF CLARK'S sue 
cess will depend on the per- 
formance   of   Bowles.   "I'm 
completely over my injury 
from last season," said 
Bowles "I really think I'm 
throwing ball better than 
ever. 
"I know Gary pretty well 
and can sort of sense when he 
is gonna make his cut or do 
something the olay is not 
necessarily designed for him 
to do." said Bowles. 
Bowles, at 6-foot-2, 180 
pounds, has excellent size but 
in 10 games as JMU's starting 
signal caller he has yet to 
complete half his passes (58- 
142) and has thrown for only 
one touchdown. 
"I think I've matured a lot 
over the past two yean," 
Bowles said. "That is 
probably the biggest thing I 
have going for me right now. 
"The team has shown a lot 
of confidence in me and that 
gives me plenty of con- 
fidence." said Bowles. "I'm 
not a real rah-rah type player 
but sometimes I try to be 
more of a leader." 
WITH       HEAD      COACH 
Challace McMillin claiming to 
have the best offensive line 
ever and with Clark's year of 
experience. Bowles' statistics 
should rise to impressive 
heights this season. 
Clark did average 17.9 yards 
per catch in 1980 but his most 
telling statistic is that he 
didn't manage a single touch- 
down reception. Clark and 
Bowles have accounted for 
only two touchdowns between 
them, both by Bowles. 
That will have to change for 
See DUO. page 18 
Norwood. Caldwel anchor squad 
Kicking game strongest area for Dukes 
By DANNY FINNEGAN 
With the James Madison University 
football team facing an uncertain 
season after last year's 4-6 mark, it 
can be sure of good, consistent kicking 
from Greg Caldwell and Scott Nor- 
wood. 
The team returns only nine starters, 
none in the offensive backfield 
(although quarterback Tom Bowles 
returns after a year-long injury). The 
team will be young with only i2 
seniors on the squad, so the coming 
year remains a mystery except 
for the kicking game. 
"It will be our strongest area," said 
JMU head coach Challace McMillin. 
The praise for Norwood and 
Caldwell is high indeed, ranging from 
opposing coaches to national 
magazines, as Norwood and Caldwell 
form the best kicking combination in 
the state. - 
The -list of Norwood's ac- 
complishments is long. He was the 
nation's top Division I-AA field goal 
kicker last season, hitting on 15 of 21 
attempts. 
The 15 field goals is one of the three 
Division I-^A and 10 JMU records 
Norwood holdsTHe is also co-holder of 
one record in each 
Among Norwood's more prominent 
JMU marks are longest field goal (51 
yards), most points' kicking in a 
season (54) and in a career (95) and 
most field goals in a career (25). He 
needs only 58 points to break the 
school mark. 
Norwood, however, is not worried 
with individual records. He has 
another goal in mind. "I'm very 
optimistic about my chances for the 
pros." said Norwood, named an 
honorable mention All-Americanthis 
year by Street & Smith, one of the top 
college football magazines in 
United States. 
"I've been -working on my con- 
sistency, which is very important." 
commented the senior from An- 
nandale. Va. I've also been working 
down, moving from a two-inch kicking 
block to one-inch. The pros don't allow 
any block " 
Caldwell. too. is hoping for a shot at 
the pros after being contacted by 
several scouts. "It is tough to make it 
as a kicker in the NFL because each 
team only carries one," he added. 
For the moment, there are more 
pressing matters on the mind of each. 
Both are optimistic about the up- 
coming season and feel they can make 
a big contribution. 
McMillin agrees. "To be a good 
team you have to have good kicking. 
Kicking is very underrated; it can kill 
you quicker than anything." 
Both stress the importance of 
defensive kicking. "The points are 
nice, but when Scott hits a kick off that 
can't be returned or I put a punt out on 
the one. that is a big advantage in 
field postion." said Caldwell, whose 
39.0 average last year was also good 
for-the school record. 
"Specialty teams are important, 
that's why coaches stress "them so 
much." said Norwood. 
Norwood and Caldwell took opposite 
routes to Harrisonburg. 
Caldwell has hid one major goal his 
entire life, to be the best punter he can 
See KICKING, page 18 
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(Continued from page 171 
the Dukes to be successful this 
vear. 
"I feel I should be thrown to 
more, but no matter what. I'm 
still gonna go on the field and 
do my job." Clark said. 
WHILE   NOT   ACTUALLY. 
saying so. Carico knows the 
ball has to get in Clark's hands 
more this season. "Gary 
Clark is the best receiver in 
the state." he said. "There's 
no doubt in my mind that he's 
the number one pass catcher 
•Kicking 
(Continued from page 17) 
be. "My 
grandfather was a punter and 
so was my father. When I was 
five years old. my dad gave 
me a ball and I've been 
kicking since." 
On the other hand. Norwood 
only started'to kick when he 
was a senior in high school. He 
came to JMU hoping to walk 
on to the soccer team and 
ended up playing football ever 
around here. 
"If you're a defender you'd 
better not let Gary break that 
cushion between you or he'll 
beat you every time," Carico 
said. "If he can get his hands 
on the ball most of the time 
hell catch it." 
Concentration is so vital a 
part of receiving yet Clark 
feels that it is his biggest 
weakness. "Sometimes I just- 
think it's so easy I'll take my 
eyes off the bail and it'll go 
right through my hands." 
11 Bowles thinks his con- 
centration is improving. "I'll 
be able to pick up and read 
defenses a lot better this year. 
I've been working on it hard in 
practice and I've made a lot of 
progress." 
No matter how pre-season 
forecasters contend Clark and 
Bowles will perform this fall, 
there can be no denying there 
are several questions that will 
have ,to be answered. 
Second Thought 
14 E Water 




Norwood still works toward 
one  thing   —   improvement. 
"I'm only after improvement. 
The   fluency   in   my   swiHg*^ 
comes from playing soccer for . 
12   years."   said    Norwood. 
"Once  you   have   the   skills. 
down, kicking is 90 percent 
concentration." 
Caldwell lists the keys to his 
punting as being basically the 
same, but added timing and 
the snap from long man Greg 
Dyer 
Despite        the un 
characteristic attention these 
TWO" nave4 receivea. "Norwood 
feels    no    extra    pressure 
"There is pressure ,on every 
kick-.'"    1 
For the Dukes to be a top 
team this year. Caldwell and 
Norwood need to handle that 
constant pressure. 
Sports Reporters Needed 
I Interested Call 6127 
Ask For Rich or Jeff 
What to take 
Iff you take touring seriously, ».., 
Our Voyageur* has got the right specs going for it: 26 lbs.. 
Shimano-equipped, a chrome-moly frame, arid mow. 
Add on a couple panniers and you're f»a» ■ miiim 
all set to log a lot of miles. SCHWINN 
MARK'S BIKE SHOP 
454-0101 





Students to serve on committees 
Senate elections are Sept 15th 
For details inquire at the SGA.office 
1st floor Warren Campus Center 
or call Brian Skala Legislative VP. 433-6376 
\mm Q& WLW mm 
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LET KROGER HELP YOU GET READY 
KM SCHOOL 
Your friendly Kroger store hat a complete 
lino of housekeeping items. The Bock to 
School Special Horns include Rubbermaid 
products, light bulbs, brooms, mops, kitchen 
utensils, paper, notebooks, pens t, pencils 
and more. PLUS Kroger also has a selection 
of FLOWERS and PLANTS to help decorate 
your apartment or room. 
HARRISON* 
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY 
Each of theae rtvtflaed items it raquvad IO be 
r*KWy available for wie in Men Kroge> Stv e«cept as 
«acAcj*y noted n th» ad If ma do njn out of an aoVeraeea 
flem, «« .will offai you your choc* of ■ com pa'able ittm. 
■adieu-available, 'eflecting the tame savings o< a ramchet* 
WMeK-*n« entitle you 10 pu'cheee the •dverM*&_«. . ». ..„ — 
advertised p<ic« «Mlhm 30 day* 
I Everything you buy al Krogtf it guaranteed to< your foul 
I satisfaction rege'dlest of manufacture*  it you ate not satis 
fied  Kfoge, will replace you' 'tar" wwlh the same Diana* or a 
Lcompefabletojen^'HfefunojfCfc'-'putc^ 
COPVmOMT ItSl-THf KtOCEl CO. fTIMS AN0 MUCK 
OOOO SUNDAY SHT. 4 TMHJ SATUtDAY SIFT 11. |«SI 
IN HAHISONtAMO. Wl  KSERVE THC MOHT TO LIMIT 
QUANTrna. NO*H SCHD TO MAICM. 
VVHOUYVHCEIAVG  1^1 SO 99 
Baby Swiss Cheese »   L 
«UJM»(WMOtfOtHAlF)V1tOmiA S099 
Baked Hani %. «■ 
Wunderbar Bologna *.  1 
ll-OI. OBUXI. IS-OZ. AU SSSf 
ot 14-ox. ncuiAR ^  _ am«m 
Kroger Sliced $1 99 
VarietyPak  -..<**    A 
U.$ OOVTOtAOtOCMOKI ^_     -A 
ToH-less           N $949 
T-BoneSteak ...   tJ 
Miller Beer       0 22 *1 
■lAMCOOaeOSATO SC89 
Riimrte Wine '^D 
O-CBMANOlMtSXKMOl £444 
Strip Wet Mop u.1! 
OOPOSAMI A   ee 
Cricket Lighters Z^.*l 
countivowtir .    €«| 10 
Chip Motes Vfc-*1 
TOKAY. HUE RSWCI, HHUI 
Seedless Gropes % o9 
Colgate ^ 
Toothpaste  rue* 
Right Guard 
Deodorant v. 
;.Tj0M«»«i*»»»r»»'»»»»»»-<»»«'*"«" JM»««M .    ...  
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Classifieds      Doone,bury 
For Sale 
FOR SALE: On campus 
housing contracts. Call 
Richard at 433-4910. 
FOR SALE: Female housing 
contract. Contact Wanda P.O.' 
3396 or call 434-3452. 
for Rent 
HOUSE  FOR RENT:      One 
block from JMU. Private 
bedroom, kitchen, dining 
room, living room. Un- 
furnished. $75 per month plus 
utilities. Must be neat, efuiet 
and dependable. Male or 
female 434-9852. Ask for 
Chuck or JJ. 
FOR RENT: Large bedroom 
shared by two students, full 
bath, study area! kitchen, 
laundry facilities, one meal 
per day. $150 plus utilities.. 
Call 434-1010. 
FOR RENT: One bedroom, 
private half bath shared by 
two students as part of an 
apartment with common 
room kitchen and full bath. 
Four blocks from JMU with 
private entrance. Includes 
utilities except phone. Call 
433-2444 
Services 
GRADUATES, JOB HUN- 
TERS: Resumes and job 
search letters prepared by 
professional writer. Call 269- 
4972. 
HI, THERE.' THIS IS 
COUSIN ZONKER, SUB - 
BIN6 FOR THE~FUJ- 
STRICKEN MARK. SLACK- 
MEYER ON "PROFILES 
ONMRADB"! 
Ufn BACK AND TALKING 
IJUTTH MARATHON RUNNER 
MILES POTASH. AUTHOR OF 
THE BEST-SELLINGVTHE 
COMPLETE BOOKOF PAIN' 
MILES, I UNDER- 
STAND W RAN 
QUrmARACEIN 
































ING MYSELF UNTIL 
AFTER COLLEGE. 
MILES, YOU ARGUE IN YOUR 
BOOK THAT WIN THROUGH 
RUNNING- IS NOT ONLY GOOD 
FORTHE BODY, TVS GOOD 
FOR THE MIND, TOO, RIGHT? 
by Garry Trudeau 
l SEE. AND       NO, PUNNING. 
YOUCPEATB        BUT THAT'S 
MOST OF YOUR      A GOOD 
SPFECTSTHRQU6H   MY TO 
JOGGING, RIGHT?     START. 
THAT'S RIGHT, 
ZONKER..YOU 












IN SEVERE PAIN 




















Wanted Start On Campus by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty 
TRAVEL REPRESEN- 
TATIVE- High earnings and 
free travel benefits. National 
Travel and Marketing 
Company seeks assertive, 
highly motivated individual to 
represent its collegiate travel 
vacation programs on cam- 
pus. Part-time hours flexible 
No experience necessary, will 
train. Call (212) 855-7120 
(between I1-5J or write 
Campus Vacation 
Associations. 26 Court Street. 
Brooklvn N.Y. 11242   , 
WANTED: Waitresses part 
time. No graduating seniors. 
Apply in person at Jesse's 
Quick Lunch. 434-8282. 
WANTED: Mature babysitter 
for 5 year-old boy from 2:00 
until 5:00. Must be picked- up 
from Keister school each day 
Must have own tran- 
sportation. 550 Maryland 
Avenue. 434-4768. 
WANTED: Robust Christians 
willing to be involved in a 
Church community. Back row 
types will not be interested 
Time is required. Pay is 
negligible but rewards 
overwhelming. Apply at 
Trinity Presbyterian Church. 
S. High and Maryland. 
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Hf-Ts^y 
Dr. Schlock by Pat Butters 
Wanted 
MISKI.WS Vocalist and 
guitarist needed to form 
heavy metal hlues band Only 
serious musicians need apply. 
Supply demo cassette, if 
possible For info, call Joel 
Reiff at 433-0360 or write P.O. 
2566. 
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Trips 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SAILING WEEKEND aboard 
37 foot racing sloop Oct. 16-18. 
Learn all crew positions on 
fast boat. LAND-SEA 





B> PEN AltfK 
GRAPHIC 
WORK 
fib: P«CT BUTTER*.&**»»«*£*. 
BOX t*r JMU-»»- •■KfL'L W*t Pmcf ftU. 
Courses 
SCUBA DIVINf rz—- ~J 
8-noon on Sundays begins 
Sept 20. Both YMCA and 
PADI certifications. Florida 
dive trip in January. LAND- 
SF^TjRefSf""   '  
RAPPELLING AND ROCK 
CLIMBING courses held 
weekends Sept. 19 and Oc- 
tober. 110 foot vertical cliff. 
LAND-SEA PASSAGES. 433- 
2177. 14 E. Water St. 
Personals 
IN     ZETA     TAU     ALPHA 
sorority: 
We intensify friendship 
We foster a spirit of love 
We promote happiness...and 
We aspire to a purer and 
nobler womanhood. 
UNCLE B: Glad you had a 
good time at our party. Sorry 
about your missing tick tock. 
All Sam's problems came out 
shiny!       Zack's       House 
WWWWWOW... 
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA 
GAMMA DELTA: Encourage 
J.', -students to rush the JMU 
Greek system. GO GREEK! 
ZETA TAU ALPHA sorority_ 
nw"wm«ylv-WaN oHIfeT* *' 
SUZETTE: Here's a midnight 
message to my "favorite ibut 
least seen) roommate. How is 
life on fifth floor Shorts? I'll 
probably see you tomorrow 
for at least a few hours and I 
promise I'll finish cleaning 
my half of the room. Tell Kris 
hi   LOVE. THE BREEZE 
BERNIE: You're slipping 
cutie...Maybe the whips are 
getting to your mind 
finally Reread-tbij tevt. w«*? 
rTHE FLASHER' " 
CARL MCCOLMAN: Don't 
you think that the good 
reaction to Debris from the 
H'burg town members (non- 
students) shows that they are 
appreciated by more than just 
devoted fans? This past 
summer, visitors to our 
country from Britain also 
attended their shows and 
loved them. . Their- music 
encompasses much more than 
what you call "exhausted new 
wave", (but I liked the rest of 
The Vicious Typist 
DO YOU WANT TO PLA1 
KILLER: If sn your mission 
is to send your name, code 
name, P.O. Box number, class 
schedule, and a description of 
yourself to: "Deathmastep" 
Box 2505. Instructions will be 
mailed to you on Friday^Sept. 
11. 
JUDY JUDY JUDY Thank 
you for the Elk Award! You 
are truly wonderful (and so 
juyeuytffc tant and the bagels. 
^VISITOR TO DUCK CITY. 
^£2® A (OLA&fe m 
<SDMIP(LIZ[JiE tfixy® 
mwsm m 
2 credit hours 
MSCI 110 0900-950 section 001 MW Maury G2 
12001250 section 002 MW Maury G2 
MISC 110 EXAMINES THE AMERICAN 
EXPERIENCE IN WAR TOPICS RANGE FROM 
VIETNAM BACK TO THE TECHNIQUES OF 
WARFARE SINCE 1400 B,C. CONCEPTS OF BASIC 
POLITICAL STRUCTURES THE CURRENT 
INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT NATIONAL 
IDEOLOGIES MILITARY AND ECONOMIC PJDWER 
OF SELECTED NATIONS ARE DISCUSSED WITH 
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE 
IMPLICATIONS FOR UNITED STATES NATIONAL 
SECURITY  AN ATMOSPHERE OF OPEN 
PARTICIPATION AND DISCUSSION IS 
ENCOURAGED 
STOP BY MAURY G14 FOR CLASS CARDS 
• FOR INFORMATION CALL 433-6335 
Jilt 
QliYt &nomc/i 
Unusual HANDICRAFTS at 
reasonable prices. 
Local art weaving and crafts. 
Self-help crafts from 40 countries. 
Wall hangings gifts jewelry rugs 
baskets India spreads unique 
do thin 6     Downtown Harrisonburg 







1433  South   Main Street 
Call  433-1588 
Within 
j   Walking Distance     ! ^ -•* 






Get asbestos out 
CAITION: Asbestos Dust Hazard 
Wear Assigned Protective Equipment 
Do Not Remain In Area Inless Your Work Requires It 
Breathing Asbestos Dust May Be Harmful To Your Health 
-Sign reminding workmen of precautions to take while 
working on asbestos removal this summer. 
"The ceiling is safe, so there is no problem with fallout" 
-Hank Moody, director of food services. Oct 3.1980. 
We understand the administration did not want to cause a panic 
when news of asbestos in campus buildings was made public last 
vear. but we knew that it was dangerous and should have been 
removed at that time. 
Over the summer, asbestos was removed from five of tne 14 
buildings  The warning printed above explains why. 
It is commendable that the carcenogenic agent was removed 
from five of the "most hazardous" buildings—especially D-hall. 
But it remains in nine other buildings, including the campus 
center and some dormitories. 
'Lack of funds is preventing the immediate removal of the 
asbestos ceilings. George Marcum. James Madison University's 
physical plant manager, says the university will request funds at 
the Januarv meeting of the General Assembly. Marcum also 
says the work may be done over winter break when there are no 
students on campus. Obviously, the work cannot be done until the 
money is received. JMU needs to use other construction money to 
remove the remaining asbestos 
The General Assembly probably will not give JMU asbestos 
removal monev. since state funds usually are used to correct 
problems onlv'in academic buildings. The university pays for 
dormitory renovations. Waiting for a chance at state money also 
is increasing each student's chance of eventually contracting 
cancer. 
Asbestos was removed from the "most hazardous'" campus 
buildings—but no minimum level of exposure has been 
established as dangerous. This is because there is a latency 
period of 20 to 35 years between asbestos exposure and the 
development of a cancer. 
JMU should decide now to remove the remaining asbestos over 
winter break. Surely some money from other construction 
projects could be diverted for this use. We realize that the ad 
ministration wants the campus to grow fast while money is 
available, but an asbestos-induced tumor is a fast growth that 
students never will need. 
[By Butter* 
'QH -COME fWWj TH£ CflUfltf 
Ate FINE!' 
Laundry price hike is fair 
By RICK SETTLE 
Many people have been complaining about 
the price increase for using the washers and 
dryers in James Madison University dor- 
mitories. Although this policy is inconvenient, 
it is a fair policy. 
Don Blume. head of food service vending and 
concessions, attributed the price increase to 
inflation. This seems an accceptable ex- 
planation. 
Prices at local laundromats are much more 
expensive than the new rates at JMU. The new 
rate for washing here is 35 cents. It is almost 
Rote* are etui a bargain 
for student* 
impossible to find a laundromat with washers 
(costing less than 50 cents for one wash off- 
campus. At JMU. it costs 25 cents to use the 
dryer for the same amount of time, at H) cents 
per three minutes, would cost $1. 
Resides getting their laundry washed and 
dried at reasonable prices, JMU resident 
students do not have to put up with"the hassle of 
carrying their laundry to a laundromat. 
Having the washers and dryers in the dorm 
basement isthe next best thing to having Mom 
here. 
Figuring in gas money for transportation, to 
off campus laundromats, residents students 
still have it made. 
A possible benefit of the cost increase is 
more money for the Inter-Hall Council. The 
IHC receives a share of vending revenues, but 
it is not known yet whether or not the 
organization will get a share of the new profits. 
Students do have a ligitimate complaint 
concerning the lack of notification of the new 
policy. Some of us did not learn of the policy 
"change until we took our laundry and last 25 
cents to the laundry room for the first time. 
This is the first time there has been an in- 
crease in washer and dryer rates at JMU. but 
food service vending an concessions has made 
allowances should the prices increase again. 
There is an extra coin slot on the change 
mechanism. 
This increase may have been justified, but 
another increase in the near future would not 
be 
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Students remember Ed Kunec 
To the editor: 
It is impossible to tell what 
kind of person someone was 
from his obituary. The death 
of Ed Kunec deserves more 
attention, since he was so well 
known     around James 
Madison University. This is a 
tribute to a hell of a guy and a 
close personal.friend 
Ed Kunec was classmate to 
some, a casual acquaintance 
to others. To this reporter and 
the rest of those who lived 
with him. he was a brother. 
Those who knew him knew 
physical conditioning. But not 
even Ed could withstand the 
onslaught which awaited him 
the night of July 12. 
Some of the last sounds Ed 
ever heard were the tunes of 
his  favorite  bands,  Jimmy 
Buffet and t,he Coral Reefer 
band. It was after their 
concert at Merriweather Post 
Pavilion in Columbia, Md„ 
that one of the most un- 
believable tragedies in recent 
memories   took   the   life   of 
somebody who was as loyal a 
friend as there is.    . 
Did I say loyal? Loyal is the 
understatement of the week. A 
friend of £d'8; recently lost his 
father. This friend called the 
suite the night of his father's 
passing, and told them what 
happened. This was a Sunday 
night. The following Tuesday, 
this friend was standing in the 
receiving line at his father's 
service when he looked up to 
see half the suite standing 
there    in    line.     It    was 
discovered   later   that   Ed 
Kunec    got    these    people 
together      after       morning 
classes  and  drove  as  one 
member described it like a 
madman  to make it to the 
service in time. This was the 
kind of unselfish   devotion to 
his friend that made Ed the 
special kind of person he was, 
and that the JMU community 
should mourn. 
Ed went to the concert with 
some of his best high school 
friends, and was riding home 
with one of them. The car they 
were riding in was involved in . 
a minor accident. As they 
were out surveying the 
damage, another car veered 
onto the left shoulder of the 
road where the cars stood, 
with Ed • standing between 
them. It missed one car and 
plowed directly into Ed, 
driving him backward into the 
other car. 
Ed was flown by helicopter 
to the University of Maryland 
Shock Trauma center, located 
in Baltimore. He never made 
it off the critical list; eight 
days later he was pronounced 
dead 
.Ed Kunec Sr said, 'if only 
everybody that was in- 
fluenced favorably by Ed's 
life will remember those 
things, that will be a tribute to 
him ' 
Knowing Ed was a 
privilege There are so many 
good memories that it's hard 
to stay depressed for too long. 
Characteristically, even in his 
passing, he left a positive 
affect on his friends. 
Everyone who knew him and 
crowded into the service, feels 
a closer bond between them, 
and as long as this continues, 
Ed will never die. He will be 
missed by many friends, his 
family,   his   girlfriend.   The 













Readers' Forum is an 
opportunity for , the 
students, faculty and staff 
of James Madison 
University to voice their 
complaints, confessions, 
corrections, compliments, 
convictions and plain 
contrary opinions. 
Send letters to the editor 
to The Breeze, Wine-Price 
Building Typed, double- 
spaced letters are 
preferred; all letters must 
include the author's name, 
address and telephone 
number. 
Home of the five-year plan 
All you want to know about JMU 
By   DOUG   SCHNEEBECK 
Most students have been back at James Madison 
University for a week now and are finding their way quite 
nicely. For those new students and those returning students 
with short memories here is a guide to a few "JMUisms." 
Madisonman- A fool. 
The Breeze-1) A light wind condition 2) A libelous, slan- 
dering, misquoting publication officially sanctioned by 
Madison College many decades ago in a drunken brawl at a 
Board of Visitors meeting. 
9? 
o o 
Freshman-1 > Someone who. along with tourists, refers to 
D-nall as "Gibbons." 2) Someone who has the nerve to ask 
what is in the meatloaf. and does not have the stomach to 
eat it after they are told. 
Greek Row- Home of m*ny upper class students directly 
descended from alligators. Also the origination of the five 
year plan. 
Five Year Plan- An education institution growing rapidly in 
popularity. It is employed by those who fall so deeply in 
love with the university (or the university with them) that 
they cannot leave. "Oh, I failed English again. Guess I'll 
take the five year plan."    • 
Blue Hole - Swimming hole off Route 33 where the cool clear 
water rushing over your body makes you feel like you're 
eating a peppermint patty. 
\ 
Hairy Buffalo Party- A popular social gathering where the 
hosts serve a random mixture of liquids which ignites 
spontaneously upon contact with the stomach lining. 
D-Hall- The popular name for the most popular dining 
establishment on campus! Referred to as "Gibbons" by 
tourists.   "What's for dinner at (burp) D-hall?" 
Eagle Beach- Popular  (extremely)  hangout for 
radiation and decent exposure of female bodies.   ' 




QlOi or WQPO- The call letters for Harrisonburg's ("Yes, 
we have it right here on tape").radio station. Gained fame 
for  playing  "Who  Are You?, and   "Little   Jeannie" * 
simultaneously three times on Sept. M, 1978. "Turn on QPO 
for yesterday's weather." 
C and E Diner- A greasy, delightfully "Ilarrisonburgish" 
diner open only from 11 p m to 7 a.m. Hangout for towniea. 
(See no. 171 "I haven't had indigestion since Monday. Let's 
go to C and E." 
Woo- Pronunciation of the anacronym W U U which is the 
former name for the Percy Warren Campus Center. "Hey, 
let's hit the movie at the Woo." 
Trailers—A vestigial name referring to "modular units" on 
.Wine-Price hill. "I bet we can tip over one of the trailers." 
Duke III-A mutt. "I bought stock in Duke III I got a piece 
of his tail." 
("hem Major- Someone who is a Siamese twin with a solid 
oak chair which is bolted to the floor in stack level 622B. 
Exposure of one of these people to sunlight can cause 
blindness. "What's that?! That's disgusting, it must be a 
chem major." 
Education Major- Always respond identically to the 
following question: "Excuse me, where's the library?" 
Answer:   "The WHAT?" 
V 
Townie or Burger- Refers to someone from Harrisonburg. 
Usually noticeable by their 1962 Chevy pickup and Red Man 
bumper sticker. "Aw screw him, he's just a townie." 
J.M.'s- Liquid consumption establishment responsible for 
declining number of graduates from JMU. 
Uncle Ron- Affectionate nickname for the future Governor 
of Virginia and current President of JMU. 
Dukes- Name of our marching band. "Welcome to James 
Madison University—Home of the Marching Royal Dukes." 





THE HARRISONBURG and Rockingham County are an in- 
teresting area of the Shenandoah Valley, (from left to right) 
Several local scenes are depicted. The Harrisonburg- 
Rockingham Historical Society Museum, located in downtown 
Harrisonburg. contains artifacts from local Civil War battles and 
other memorabilia. A World War I statue stands at the corner of 
South Liberty and Main Street. Several locals enjoy the cuisine at 
theC&E Diner, a popular late-night restaurant. Local Mennonite 
women takr     a walk on Route 42 into Dayton. 
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